1.4 The Lost Battalion Menu

Directions: Choose one of the options below to demonstrate your understanding of how terrain impacted the men of the Lost Battalion in October 1918 and WWI.

Using what you have learned from the sources, and some quotes from the sources, write a series of letters from a soldier in the Lost Battalion to: his mother, wife, General Alexander.

Write a social history of what happened at the Lost Battalion. Your work should be all original text, with a few quotes, and must cite any quotes correctly. The article/essay should describe the men and situation of the Lost Battalion and how terrain impacted the men of the Lost Battalion in October 1918?

Create a series of illustrations that describe the men and situation of the Lost Battalion and how terrain impacted the men of the Lost Battalion in October 1918. You must have 3-5 illustrations and each illustration must have a caption. You may use pencil, colored pencil, charcoal, or other medium approved by the teacher.